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Mach nmfber histories of the motiqn experienced by a hypothetical, 
s.mall, straigh-ing aircraft   accelerating a t  various rates through an 
assumed cmtrols4ixed  pitch-dam  balance change i n  the  trassonic range 
were obtained by a differential analyzer. For this pa r t i cu la r  case, the 
maximum change in n o r m 1  acceleration is  sham t o  increase with increas- 
ing  longitudinal  acceleration ug t o  a certain msgnitude of longitudinal 
acceleration,  after which the maximum change in normal acceleration 
decreases with further increases in  long€tudfnal.acceleration. It is  
found that the Mach number variation of the angle of a t tack f o r  s t a t i c  
balance determines t o  a great extent the degree of the increase in the 
maximum change in normal acceleration. The effects of changes i n  stti- 
tude, altitude, moment of inertia in pitch, and a -factor representative 
of the Mach number range of the balance change on the response of the 
aircraf t   are   a l so  noted. 
Two ,approximate analytical  solutions of the longitudinal equgtlans 
of motion a r e  developed which a re  based on certain simplifying assump- 
tions indicated by the differential-amlyzer results. Examples of each 
of these methoh are presented and'the results are shown t o  compare favor- 
ab ly  w i t h  the differential-amlyzer solutions. Computation time est-tes 
for each m e t h o d  a r e  also given. 
It is  w e l l  known that conventional straight-wing aircraft experience 
unusual balance chanqes in  the supercritical or tramonic flight range. 
These balance changes may arise From a loss i n  lift a t  constant angle of 
attack, altered wing pitching-moment characteristics, a reduction of 
longitudinal-control effectiveness, or their  combined effects.  These a r e  
custolnsrily summarized Fn reports by a plot of horfzontal stabilizer inci- 
dence or elevator angle f o r  steady level f l ight as a function of Mach 
number. The rapid and sametimes rather large changes in longitudinal con- 
t r o l  deflection  necessary  for  balance sham on such plots, which a re  
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usually accampanied by changes in  control  farce for balance, led t o   t h e  
belief that a p i l o t  m y  have difficulty  naintaining eteady level  flight 
as the aircraft  accelerate8 through the transonic range. In addition, he 
possibly may apply adverse  control  deflection &us t o  his relat ively sloir 
reaction time and i n a b i l i t y   t o  tranemit changes in  a t t i tude  or m ~ l  
acceleration into proper corrective control deflection, especially eince 
the effectiveness of the control may be rapidly varying. For these rea- 
sons, the proposal of accelerdting through this region w i t h  fixed longi- 
tudinal contra1 was advanced, w i t h  the further suppoeition that increasing 
the longitudinal acceleration might.reduce considerably the effect of the 
attendant balance changes on the motiaa of the a i r c ra f t .  It may be men- 
tioned that the foregoing also has its correlative problem In the accel- 
erating phase of the flight of supersonic guided missiles, including those 
launched from high eubsonic speed a i rc raf t .  
A brfaf study was made, therefare, of the effect  of longitudinal 
acceleration on the n-1 acceleratfon,  particularly the lnaximum norms1 
acceleration, for a hypothetical straighhing aircraft subjected t o  an 
aseumed pitch-dgwn balance change in  the transonic range. Due t o  the 
complexity impoeed by the assumed nonlinear variaticm of the aerodynamic 
parameters with Mach number, a dffferential 'analyzer was med t o  permit 
rapid SimulteLneous solution of the three longitudinal equation8 of motion. 
. .  
T o  make possible the ~olv ing  of theere equations of motion wfthout 
the u ~ e  of specialized colnputatioml equipment, simplified approximate 
analytical  procedure8 were developed based on the results from the differ- 
en t i a l  analyzer. These approximate amly t i ca l  methods also lead t o  m 
indication of the effect  of longitudinal acceleration on the estimation . 
of steadyetate stability characterist ics obtained by the research tech- 
nique of programed control motions of rocketwparered models. 
A1 longitulinal accelerat ian  factor ,   the   ra t io  of the net aerody- 
namic force in the direction of the relatFve wlnd (positive 
when directed forward) t o  the weight of the airplane (3 
ka norm1 acceleration  factor,   the  ratio of the net aerodynamic 
force perpendicular to   the   re la t ive  win3 
directed upward) t o  the wefght of the airplane 
CD drag coef f ic ien t  
CL l i f t  caefficlent 
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c airplane lfft coefficient fo r  steady level flight 
L t r  ~m 
% l i f t - c u r v e   s l q e  of complete airplane 
cLEq, 
l i f t -curve slope of the hor izonta l . t a i1  
CIn pitching-oment coefficient about the center of gravity 
pitching+mnent coefficient about the center of gravity for 
zero it, 6,, and CL 
C s ta t ic   longi tul imal   s tabi l i ty  parameter % 
C s t ab i l i ze r  effectiveness parameter 
lnit 
w e  
C elevator  effectiveness parameter 
IY pitching moment of iner t ia  , slug-feet squared 
M 
S 
S t  
T 
V 
W 
- 
C 
mch number 
wFng area, square , fee t  
horizontal-tail area, square feet  
thrust , pounds 
velocity, feet per second 
weight of a i r c ra f t ,  pounds 
velocity of s o d ,  feet per'second 
w i n g  span, f ee t  
w i n g  section chord, feet 
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gravitational  acceleration,  feet  per  second squared 
pressure  altitude,  feet 
stabilizer  angle 
tail l eng th ,  feet  
mass of aircraft 
tail  efficiency  factor (?-) 
free-strem dynamic pressure .. , pounds per square foot 
(2 1 . 
dynamic  pressure at the  horizontal tail, pounds  per  square foot 
time,  seconds 
lateral  coordinate of-wing section  chord,  feet 
angle of attack 
angle  of  attack  for  zero  lift 
flight-th ang le  (€34) 
elevator  angle 
angle of do'wnwash .at  the  horizontal  tail 
ratio of damping of the  complete  airplane  to  that  of  the  hori- 
zon ta l  tail 
angle of pitch 
mass density of air, S ~ U ~ S  per cubic foot 
A l l  angles are in radians  unless  otherwise  noted. A dot ( e )  or double 
dot ( - 0 )  above a synibol represents,  respectively,  the  first  and  second 
derivative  with  respect  to  time. The subscripts i end .s refer to 
initial and static4alanced  conditions,  reepectively. The term  "static 
balanced"  is used herein  to  specify  the  values  of a, CL, or Ant 
which give zero'pitching  moment in steady (no longftudinal  acceleration) 
flight. 
c 
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Methd of Analysis 
Since in  the  transonic speed range the aerodynamic parameters which 
influence the motion of an  airplane  are  generally  nonlinear  functions of 
Mach nuniber, the simultaneous solution of the longitudinal equations of 
motion appeared too tine consuming far a n o m 1  stepAy-step  procedure. 
Therefore,  the  differential  analyzer a t  the UnFversity of California a t  
Los Angeles was used t o  solve these equations of motion. 
A number of solutions were obtained corresponding to   d i f fe ren t  mri- 
ations of the important aerodynamic parameters w i t h  Mach number; changes 
in initial altitude and at t i tude,  and several magnitudes of canstant 
thrust. This was done w i t h  a twofold purpose: first, t o  show the mechan- 
ics  of the motion of an airplane subjected t o  a balance change in the 
transonic range, particularly w i t h  regard  to  the lllaxfmum change in A, 
developed, for different constant thrusts (or,  as &mination of results 
l a t e r  showed, approximtely constant longitudinal acceleration AI for 
thrust values of pract ical  interest) ;  and,second, t o  provide informstion 
relat ive t o  a possible simplification of the longitudinal equations of 
motion o r  other   ar t f f ice  leading t o  an analytical  solution. 
It was rea l ized  that in the transonic range the aerodynamic pram+ 
t e r s  are not only nonlinear functions of Mach number, but also of angle of 
attack a t  high l i f t  coefficients. This nonlinearity in angle of at tack w o u l d  
have offered no di f f icu l ty  in solving the equations of motion on the  differ- 
en t ia l  analyzer, but it was neglected partly because it was f e l t  t o  be of 
secondary importance and part ly  due to the  belief that it could not be 
taken  into  account in  any practical  or staple analytical  approsch. 
For each solutioll, the airplane was sssumed i n i t i a l l y  t o  be in  
steady flight a t  a stated  alt i tude,   at t i tude,  and a mch number of 0.90. 
A given constant thrust was then applied to accelerate the airplane through 
the transonic range. 
Equations of Motion 
If damping in pitch and the l a g  in downuash at the tail a re  the only 
nonstatic aerodYmmic effects cmiderd. ,  the eqmtf- of bngitu&inal 
motion in windaxis notation are:  
T cos a - q s cD - w sin 7 = me 
-T sin u - q s c, + w cos 7 = -mB 7 
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The physical  limitations  of'  the  differential  analyzer =de necesswy 
the  assumption tbt the m s s ,  moment  of  inertia,  and  thrust  remained con- 
stant  with  time. An additional  simplificatTon was to  consider  the  cosine 
of  the  angle of attack  equal  to  unity and the  sine  equal  to  the  angle in 
radians. 
Assumed Characteristics of Hypothetical Amlane 
The. geometric and mss charac.teristic8  ass.&  are: 
S ,  square  feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1% 
St, square  feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  30 
- 
c, feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -. . .  5 
Zt, feet . . . .  -. . . . . . . . . . . .  :. . .12.5 
W, pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7,500 
%, slug-feet squared . . . . . . . . . . .  10,000 
(unless othervise noted) 
The  variatton of aerodynamic  para~r~eters  with  Mach  number  is sham in 
figure 1. Three variations  with  Mach  number  are  given in this  figure 
for  the  lift-curve slope and  the  angle  of  attack for zero  lift.  The 
applicable  variation  is  denoted fn subeequent  figures by the  letters  a, 
b, or .c. lnftial level flight at a pressure altitude of 50,000 feet 
wa6  used unlese otherwise  indicated.  The  ratio  of  the damping of the 
complete  airplane  to  that of the tail f was assumed  to  be  constant  and 
equal to 1.15, and .%he tail. effict-ency fact6K it equaS~~to~i.0. .. ... " 
Results and Di6CWSi0n 
Since  the  terms  "statfc-balanced  angle  of  attack" and "static41alanced 
normal  acceleration"  occur  frequently in the  subsequent  discussion,,it s 
believed  desirable  to  clarify by two  examples  the  definition  given n the 
section  Notation.  For  instance,  if tail &amping is  negligible,  the  static- 
balanced  condition  can  be  thought- f as a steady . % - i n  of a radius of curva- 
ture just sufficient to  develop  the  6taticAalanced n o m 1  acceleration 
Ans and  atatic4alanced angle of attack us at the  particular  Mach  number 
under  consideration. . Likewise,  the  lift  coefficient a d angle  of  attack 
assumed by a free-floating model with the pivot  point  at the assumed 
..... 
" 
* 
* 
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center of gravity are representative of s ta t ic4a. lanced conditions. 
. 
Usually the response of an airplane t o  a disturbance is illustrated 
by a time his tory of appropriate quantities. For this particular study, 
however, it is believed more meaningful t o  plot  the response as a Mach 
number history, since the basic balance change or forcing function, repre- 
sented by a, or Ans, is independent of longitudinal acceleration when 
plotted  as a function of Mach number. 
A s  m y  be seen from the eqmtions of motion, the Fnstantaneous values 
of the aerodynamic l a d s  and s s s o c i a t d  mments have been assumed t o  be 
completely definetiby the angle of a t t ack  of the lifting surface; that is, 
the lag i n  the bui1d-q of circulation due t o  unsteady motions has been 
neglected. It follows that any dynamic effect  of longitudinal accelera- 
t ion m u s t  arise through its influence upm the pitching  respm-e of the 
a i rc raf t .  For the p i t c h a m  balance change defined by characteristics 
(a) of figure 1, figure 2 shows that the dynamic effect  of longitudinal 
acceleration OCC'LITS as an increasing initial speedwise lag in angle of 
pitch with increasing  longitulinal  acceleration. 
In figure 2 asd most of the succeeding figures, the average longi- 
tudinal acceleration AZav corresponding t o  each value of constant thrust 
fa noted. The longitudinal acceleration was found t o  be nearly constant 
over the mch nfmiber range a t  high values of thrust, but imreasing devi- 
ations from a constant magnitude occurred a t  lover thrusts. It is par t ly  
f o r  this reason that data a t  law thrusts are omitted and psr t ly  due t o  the 
f a c t  that the extreme changes in  attitude and a l t i tude  and the  relatively 
large time interval necessary t o  traverse the balance change associated 
w i t h  low thrusts  preclmle  their  practicability. 
In figure 3 are  p l o t t e d  BBch rider histories of the angle of 
at tack and n o m l  acceleratfon f o r  the sane average  longitudinal  acceler- 
ations as in figure 2 and f o r  the static4alanced condition. It is  appr -  
ent from this figure that a t  a relat ively low  value of Ala, the response 
of the  a i rcraf t  follows closely the staticlbalanced condition with increas- 
ing depsrtures occurring a t  higher accelerations. A t  some magnitrde of 
which, f o r  the conditions assumed, is appreciably greater percentagewise 
than for  a low value- of A although the actual magnitude of the 
increase in g is  smll due t o  the extreme al t i tude.  This effect of 
longitudinal  acceleration won the maximum change in n o m l  acceleration 
(or t o  the r a t i o  of the ~ l ~ ~ x i m ~ m  change in d-c t o  s t a t i c ~ ~ c e d  nor- 
mal acceleration, which, for  convenience, will be referred t o  hereafter 
as the norml+3cceleration response r a t i o )  is largely dependent upon the 
variation of the  stati&balanced  angle of a t t ack  w i t h  mch nmiber. 
Figure 4 shows the resul ts  of a nmiber of solutions by the different ia l  
analyzer f o r  three variations of as but an identical variation of 
w i t h  Mach nmber. E e  variations In as were obtained by cbnging the 
AZav, 
a peak In the maximum change of n o m 1  acceleration is reached, 
2av' 
R"s 
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Mach  number variation of a, and CLa. It is seen that the most pro- 
nounced effect  of longitudinal acceleration upon norm1 acceleration 
occurs for the condition of'the greatest variation of a s  with Mach 
number. . .  . . .. . . . . .. 
t 
Comparatively large changes i n  inftial flight-path angle (Oo and 30'1, 
moment of inertia. (5,000, 10,000, and 20,000 slug-ft2), and a l t i tude  
(30,000, 40,000, and 50,000 f t )  have r e l a t i v e l y   l i t t l e  e f f e c t  on the mag- 
nitude of the peak of the normal-acceleration response ratio. A change 
i n  Mach number width of the balance change, the width being defined herein 
as the Mach number increment between the i n i t i a l  Mach number and that for  
maximum change i n  An,, also has l i t t l e   e f f e c t  on the peak normal- . .  
acceleration response ratio if % and as plotted as a function of 
percent of the Mach nuinber width of the  bahnce change r emin  the same. 
As i l lus t ra ted  in figure 5 ,  independent changes in-moment o f . i ne r t i a ,  
Mach nmber balance change width, and altitude have an appreciable  effect 
on the magnitude of the average longitudiml accelenition at which the 
peak normal-acceleration response r a t i o  OCCUTS. The assumed balance 
change in .thi6 instance is  of a larger magnitude than that for previous 
figures, but it is believed that the results in figure 5 indicate the 
general trend. 
. .  
. .  
.. - " 
k-am the data presented, it is apparent that, i f  the Mach  number 
width of the balance Xiaiige is of the order. of 0.05, the total thrust 
capabili t ies of transonic research aircraft m y  place them in  a region 
where the norm1 accelerstion is  appreciably  affected by longitudinal 
acceleration. 
Since a differentlal   analyzer i s  not always available, the develop- 
ment of re la t ively quick approximate analytical  methods by which the 
response of an  aircraft  to  longitudinal  accel.eration could be computed 
was b e l i e d  desirable. In the following two methods, the val idi ty  of 
the assumptions mde  in  developfng these methods was indicated by the 
results from the differential   analyzer ar&was substantiated in each case 
by comparing the norm1 acceleration computed by the  analytical  method 
with the,differential-aaalyzer answers for  two values of longitudinal 
acceleration. These methods a re  based on reducing the three longitudlml 
equatLons of motion t o  a single differential   equation  in  angle of attack 
which is of the second order, linear, and nonhomogeneous. 
Modified Step by S t e p  
Theory.- Examination of Mach number histories for the longitudinal 
accelerations considered revkled that'.the f1ight"path angle (but 'not f ]  
" . 
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was relatively constant. Since the time interval to traverse the balance 
change is small, resulting in little change in altitude, the density of 
the air a,nd speed of sound also can be considered unchanged during the 
flight. 
If V i s  replaced by aM and t by ak, the two force equations 
mJstg be combined by elimiDating  thrust asd the langifXldiYB1 equeLtiOIE 
reduce to the following: 
where the terms enclosed with parenthesis with a Bubscript 
s tant .  Differentiation of equatton (1) gives 
K are core  
( F) M C i  a. + (E cos Ti) 6) 
K K 
It is advantageoue t o  epaluate the term ( i) at t h i s  time. 
10 
Substituting equations 
8 and its derivatives 
- 
- c"o + it -k 
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(4) 
the equations of motion reduce t o  the following single, second-order, 
linear,  nonhomogeneous  differential  equation with variable coefficients: 
where 
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Equation (5) is  recognizable as the  fundamental  equation  of  simple, awed, 
vibratory  motion  with  thq  exception that in this  instance  the  coefficients 
b and k, representative  of  the  damping  and the spring  constant,  reapec- 
tively,  are  nonlinear  functions  of Mach number  or  time.  Therefore,  cansider 
the  case in which  the  Mach  number range under  investigation  is  divided i n t o  a 
number  of  intervals,  the  fnterval being chosen  sufficiently small .so that  the 
variables b ELIXI k can be assumed  constant in magnituis and f a linear 
function of m c h  number. The solution of equation (5) for constant  coeffi- 
cients can take any m e  of three forms, ltepending on whether  both  roots of
t he  auxiliary  equation  are al and unequal (b/2)2> k, real and equal 
'(b/2)2 = k, or  complex k> (b/2)2 and can be folznd in any standard  text 
on differential  equations or vibrations. The following  is  the  solution 
( i n  terms  of M since t = &/k) for the  most  cormon  case of k> (b/2)2: 
Fo + F1 
4 
-& 
a = e  '' [ (. Jk - (b/2)2- (b/2)A) COB ( 
t 
12 
where 
f is represented by fm4 -k -& df 
d" 
Fl=(--) d M k  f f i  
The  Mach nuniber interval is denoted by &i and t h e  i n i t i a l  &=o 
5 8  obtained *om equation (1) by assuming 6 equal t o  zero. The Mach nun+ 
ber history of angle of attack of the   a i rcraf t  is computed step  by step by 
means of equations (6) and (7) for each mch number interval, t he  in i t i a l  
conditions of one interval being equal t o   t he  end boundary condftions of the 
previous Lnkerval. The motion of the airplane can then be completely defined 
by obtaining the angle of pitch from eguatian (1). 
Results and discussion.- The necessary curve f i t t i n g  and computations 
of. an example are shown i n  figure 6 and &hl& I, respectively. The selec- 
t i on  of LM (a constant value of 0.02 for the example shown) is obviously 
an important factor and is a comprogise-between the &i for  minimum cm- 
putation t1m3 a d  the for greatest accuracs. The o p t i m u m  value 1s 
clearly that magnitude. which w i l l  give the desired accuracy in the minimum 
t i m e  and m y  be best selected by the examination of the computations a t  9 
number of values of &I. The &l need not be the m e  for each interval, 
but the camputations 8re reduced slightly i f  it is constant. Tbe.results 
of t h i s  example and .one at  a higher  .value of A are. compared with  the 
. . . .  
" 
. .  
2, 
differential-amlyzer 'answers i n  figure 7. - It Is evident that by th i s  
method good correlation is obtained with the differential-analyzer Mach 
number histories.  
(I 
In i t i a l ly ,  it may appear that this methd is a t  least as time .. . .. - 
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comuning as the  normal ste-y-step procedure, but a careful  scrutiny of 
the  equations  definhg b t  k, and f shows that d y  portions of these 
factors are affected by M, and then d y  in a simple =mer. This is a 
very important tim-aving characteristic i f  Mach number histories are 
desired f o r  a number of longitudinal accelerations. Some simplification 
in  the  factors b, k, and f usually m y  be made. For instance, CD 
is  normally negligible compared to CrCI, even in the transonic region, 
and the portion of k containing the tail damping m y  be negligible, 
depending upon the amount of s ta t ic  s tab i l i ty .  It has been estimated 
that, given the necessary aercdynwic data in the form as shown in  figure 
1, a mch number h i s to ry   i n  angle of attack for one longitudinal accel- 
t i o n  would requlre appraxlrnately two and a half computer days and that 
each succeeding long i tud iml  acceleration would necessitate about one 
additional computer day. 
A study of the terms formFng the coefficients b, k, and f of 
equation ( 5 )  indicates that there are two basically different effects 
of longitudinal acceleration; one that ar ises  from the term8 w'nich are 
functions of 8; and the other from the fact that different longitudinal 
accelerations cause the arJstmed disturbance to be traversed in different 
lengths of time o r  perioda. The l a t t e r  e f f ec t  is analogous t o  tha t  of  
first-order vibrating system in which the amplitude of the response 
depends both on the magnitude of the input disturbance and on the r a t i o  
of i ts  frequency t o  the natural frequency o f  the system. For simple 
disturbances then, an estimation of the longitudinal acceleration for 
maximum change in normal acceleration may be made by computing the fi 
which w i l l  r esu l t  Fn the period of the disturbance being equal to the 
average natural  period of the ahplane,  
A method of research in the traneonic range which is being increas- 
ingly u t i l k e d  is the mcke-trpowered model flight, wberein the  controls 
are programmed t o  have sfrqple motions throughout the flight and the 
response of the model measured by appropriate inatments.  Much useful 
information is obtained from these tests, such as an estimELtion of the 
s t a t i c  and dynamic-tabflity characteristics  derived from the period and 
damp- of the oecillation following the control deflection. The period 
and time t o  damp are inversely proportional t o  the coefficients q z  
and b, respectively, of equation ( 5 )  . It appears from an examhation of' 
these coefficient8 that appreciable errors can occur in the determination 
of the  s tabi l i ty  of the ful l - f ie  configuration from the powered portion 
of such flights of high longitud,inal accelerations are developed during 
this period and f o r  this reason the coasting portion of flight is used f o r  
the data analysis. 
EquivalenLDisturbance Method 
Theory.- The differential-analyzer results indicated that the mch 
n-er history of A", (or C L ~ )  and as had considerable effect on the 
response of the aircraft durFng longitudinally accelerated flight. This 
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f a c t  ;&est& the concept of an "equivalent disturbance" ; that fs, one 
in  which the mch number variation of the aerodymmic parameters which 
define CLB and as could be changed t o  s u i t  some particular purpose, 
and, provided the Mach number history of C and us remined  the 
same, the response of the airplane would remain relatively  unaltered. 
LS 
A close appraximLtion t o  the. correct solutim is then obtainable by 
assuming c ~ ,  c%, % c ~ ,  de/da, (, and M (where it appears in 
the equations of motion) constant over the Mach number range and adjusting 
C s  + C q t  it + Cnge 8e end a, so that t he  Mach number variation of 
and as remains the same. For this method, it is canvenlent t o  
rewrfte the eqmtions of motion i n  terms of the angle of attack, the angle 
of zero lift, and the s ta t ic   angle   ofat tack,  all measured from i n i t i a l  
coaditian. With CD neglected, equation (1) can then be rewritten as 
cL 
8 
where, as before, the term enclosed w i t h f n  parenthesie or. brackets with 
a subscrlpt R are. canstant. For steady-state  conditions a t  t4, 
equation (8) becones 
Subtracting equation ( 9 )  from (8) gives 
. 
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Similarly, the pitching+nment equation becomes 
I 
C o n i b i n i n g  equations (10) and (11) as before, the resulting different ia l  
equation is 
where 
k + sin 7i Q 
M K 
16 
the  negligible  coaetapt  term - -  
being mitted from f*. Equation ( 1 2 )  is now of the  form  where  the  pri- 
ciple  of  superposition  applies and Duhamelts integral  theorem may be used 
to calculate Csr bue to the irregular  variation of. the  disturbance ff. 
A semigraphical  application  of  this.theorem which-was applied in reference 
1 to the  calculation  of  the  motion of an airplane  under t h e  influence of 
irregular  disturbances and more recently in reference 2 was  used  for  the 
present  computations. This method  reduce8  essentially to the  solution of 
equaticrn (12) for a unit stepforcing  function f' (1) , and  the  combinatFon 
of this  response  with  the variable f'  by  means of Dulzamelts  integral 
through use of a simple graphical  procedure. 
Results and discussion.- -The assumed - -  ." equivalent-disturbance . . - . . .. . "" " . . paraw 
eters, along with the original  variatian  of the parameters  with  Mach n&- 
ber  for  the smne examples as shown in  figure 7 are  presented in figure 8. 
The value8 of C &, Cma, 9 CLcct, 5 ,  and &/da represent average 
values over the range from the f.nitia.1 Mach number  to  the Mach number  for 
maxirmrm change in %; it was found that  these magnitudes give good 
results. The m c h  number'  at  the nrsximum change in A% was used in corn- 
puting  the  coefficients bt , kt, and f' . 
. - . . . -. 
Figure 9 illustrates  the  graphical  integration  procedure  for  one of 
the  examples at a specified mtant of time, and is  discussed in detail 
in  the  appendix. 
Figure 10 shuws  the  good  agreement  between  the  computations by this 
method and  the  differantial-analyzer  answer^ for  the same two  longitudinal 
accelerations used in the m o d i f i e d  step-by&tep m e t h o d  cmpwison. The 
method  is  relatively  rapid,  the  first  case  requiring approximtelg two 
computer days and  each  succeeding  case  about  three-quarters of a computer 
day.  It  should  be  noted  that  if-the  effect of M upon b' and kt is 
small, the  response to a step  input f '(1) need be  computed only once, a 
very important  time"saving  factor if a nuuiber of longitudinal  accelerations 
are to  be - investigated. 
An eadent inaccuracy  arises from the use of a constant  Mach number 
in the  simplified  e-quations  of  motion .$I. plac-9- of- the  true - .. Mach  number . . " u 
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. variation  over  the  range  being  investig3ted. It is  believed,  therefore, that this method  should be applied only to a balance  change,  the  Mach 
number  range of which  is small. 
As a result  of an investigation  to  determine the effect on the 
motion  experienced by a hypothetical, small, straighkwing  aircraft  when 
accelerated at various  rates  through an assumed  controls-fixed  pitch- 
d a m  balance  change in the  transonic  range,  the following conclusions 
may be made: 
1. The mximum change in norm1 acceleration  increases  with  increas- 
ing longitudinal  acceleration  up  to a certain mgnitude of longitudinal 
acceleration,  after  which  it  decreases  with  further  increases in longi- 
tudinal  acceleration. 
2. The  Mach Illzmber variation of the angle of attack  for  static bal- 
ance  determines to a great extent  the  degree of the  effect of longitudinal 
acceleration on the n-1 acceleration. 
3. Changes in altitude,  initial flighwth angle,  moment of inertia 
and a factor  representative  of  the Mach number  raage of the balance  change 
(defined  herein a s  the  Hach  number  width) have little effect on the magni- 
tude of the peak of the  ratio f the  nvsxfmum change in dynamic  to  static- 
balanced norm1 acceleration,  but an increase in moment  of  inertia nd 
altitude  and a decrease in m c h  number  width  decreases  the  magnitrde  of  the 
average  longitudinal  acceleration at whfch  this peak occurs. 
4. The  two  approxirate  analytical methods for solvfng the  equations 
of motion  which were developed give good result8 for t h e  assumed balance 
change. The modified  steg-by-step m e t h o d  appears  to be applicable  to all 
problems of this  type.  However,  the  accuracy of the  equivalent-disturbance 
method has not been adequately investigated. so its use should be limited to 
cases  similar to the one investigated. 
5. The methods  presented  herein may be used to study  the  effects 
of  longitudinal  acceleration the  resulta  obtained from rocket  models 
flown to determine  the  static and dynamic stekility  characterfstics and 
as an aid in p l m i n g  flight programs to avoid  the  effects of longitudinal 
acceleration on these characteristice. 
It is  difficult  to  generalize an the basis of the  results of this 
brief  investigation,  but  it s believed that the  above  noted  trends 
indicated  should  apply  to any similar  balance  change. 
Ames  Aeronautical  Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee  for  Aeronautics, 
Mof f e t t  Field , Calif. 
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The solutions  equation (E) for iunit step  functian fl(1) can 
take any one of three form, as explained in the  section on the modified 
ste-y-step  method,  but only the  solution  for kt> (b72)2 will  be  pre- 
sented in the following equationz 
The graphical method for combining  the  response of a unit  disturb- 
ance  with  the  variable  forcing  function f' &a best  be  understood by 
following a sample  computation. The work sheet for an example is sham 
in  figure 9, &?id. the  procedure 1s as follows: 
1. p l o t  mt/ff(l) a8 a function of time  to some convenient 
scale. 
2. P l o t  f 1, .as a function of" time using the same time  scale. 
3 .  Select a time to at  vhich  the & due to f' is  desired. 
Project  the  point on t h e  f' curve  corresponding  to  this  time horizon- 
tally  until  It  intersects  the 45O line. This  line  is  then  deflected 
vertically  until  it  intersects  the  horizontal prodectim of "/f I (1) 
at t=O. This establishes the point  labeled (1). 
4. The ordinate of t h e  f 8 . curve at s G e  time  less than to by 
the amount At is next proJected  before  until  it  intersects the 
horizantal  projection o f t h e  &f/f 1 (1) at At.  The  point (2) is 
obtained in this ~ll~gner. 
5. Other  points  are similarly obtained  to  comglete  the  closed 
curve for the time to. Note that  the  addition of t on the f' curve 
and t an the &kt/f '(1) always equals to. The area  encompassed by 
the curve is propartianal to at time to. 
6 .  'Ilbe area is found by integrating in the  direction (0) , (I), 
(2), etc. If a counterclockwise  path  is famed in enclosing the 
area, the value is positive  regardless of the quadrants  involved and 
vice  versa for clackwise  integration. 
. 
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the formula 
7. Other curves are drawn for different times. The final step i s  to 
correct the areas into the & associated with the function f * by multi- 
plying the areas by the appropriate s a l e  factors of U r / f  (I) and f' 
and dividing by k*. The lif% coeffFcient is equal to C 
LaEtssUmea 
OL ) . The correct  angle of a t tack can be obtained from 
Oas sun& 
a =  CL 
C + a. and the etngle of pitch from equation (1) . &true t rue 
I. Jones, Robert 9. : Calculation of the Motfon of an Airplane d e r  the 
Influence of Irregular Disturbances. Jour. Aero. Sci., vol. 3, no. 
12, Oct. 1936, pp. 41-5. 
2. PearBon, Henry A. : Derivation of Charts for  Determinim the  Eorizcm- 
tal Gil  Load Variation  with Any Elevator Motion. , W-A Rep. 759, 
1943 
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TABLE 1.- COMFUTATIONS 0 3 . .  NORMAL A C C E m T I O N  BY MODIFmD S T E P 4 Y S T E P  METBOD 
[~haracteristics (a) of f igure 1, average longitudinal acceleration of 1.371 
f 
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0 
2 
0 
-2 
.90 .98 LO6 
.06 
.04 
0 
hp = sqooo f f  
0 I I I 
0 
"4 
30 
.25 
0 
.90 .98 LO6 
Much number, M 
F/purs /.- Assumed vurlution of 08rodynumic purffmefers wifh Much 
number for the hypofheticu/ a/rp/um. 
. NACA RM AgJ26 . w  
Much number, M 
Figure 2. - Effect o f  Iongifudlnal occeleratlon on fhe in/tial 
response /n pitch. 
. " 
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Mach number, M 
Figure 3. - Effect of long/tud/na/ accelerafion on the angle of 
attack und normal ucce/erat/on factor. 
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/. 5 
1.4 
13 
/. / 
.9 
0 / 2 3 4 5 
Averoge /ong/fudino/ occe/emtion, A 
to" 
Figure 4 .  - €ffect of /ongifudino/ acce/erut/on on fhe normul 
occe/erof/on response ruf/o for three vuriutions of os with 
Moch number buf /denf/co/ vorlcrtion of  A, with Moch 
number. 
S 
. " 
t 
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5 0 x  /Os 
/ 2 3 4 5 6 
Avefuge /ongifudnu/ ucce/efution, Azo,, ut the 
peuk normd acce/erdfion response rufio 
> 
Figure 5. - Effecf of  chungm in moment of ineffiu, Much number 
disturbunce width, und pressure dfifude on the uveruge 
/ongifudhu/ ucce/emfion of which the gerrk normu/ ucce/er- 
ution response rufio OCCUIS. 
. .  . .  . . .  
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rr 
30 
25 
20 
1 5  
l0 
5 
.90 .94 .98 LO2 106 
Moch number, M 
Figure 6. - €xump/e &f curve- fitihg method. Cbarocteristics 
{ff) of figure 1, uvemge /ungitudlno/ acce/erofion of 1.37. 
" 
.. . 
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Modified 
mefhod ano/yzer Thrust, IbS A 
step-by- sfep D/fferenfiul 
G v  
” - 
- /2,500 f. 31 
40,000 5.00 
Characfer/sfics fa) o f  figure I 
0 -  
.90 .94 -98 LOP L/O 
Mach number, M 
Figure Z - Comparison of norma/ acce/eration factor computed 
by fhe modif/ed s fsp- &y - step method and by the 
differential uno/yzer. 
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- 
Figure 8. - Mach number histories of original ond equivalent - disturbonce 
method datu. Average /ongiiudina/ acce/eration of 137. 
c . . I . .. , . 
-.I I 0 I 2 ‘ p 3  Time, I’, sec 
4 
Flgum 9.- Examph of the graphical pmcedure for fhe deferminoHon of /he incremental angle 
of athxk A a. Averam longltudlnal accelerafion of A37 , 
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Zquivdenf - 
disturbonce Dlfferenfio/ 
method . analyzer Thrust, lbs A 
20" 
/2*500 1.37 
aqooo 5.00 
" - 
"" 
Chumcferisfics (01 of figure / 
.9u .94 .98 LO2 /.U6 L /U 
Mach number, M 
Figure 10. - Comparison of normal ucce/eration factor computed 
by the equlvo/ent- disturbance method and by the differ- 
enfial ondyzer. 
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